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BELMONT wanted to know if our Agents have goze over 
7 everythimg that came out of OSWALD's home and room, both in as, 

the poesession of the Police, and have we gone in there and tak 
@ |a thorough look for ourselves in the home and in the roon. 

BELMONT was advised that re CURRY's ostatements to effect 
we had interviewed OSWALD's wife and any surveillance, that wo 
@1id interview the woman that OSWALD's wife lived with, and that” “4 
URRY denied waving fe had waid we were survellling. ie “pp 
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pee BELMONT said the issue is that we should be sure qe 

that we have thoroughly gone over anything the police took °2 6%.) % 

from Oswald's home and room and we should get in both places Smt « 

besides and gee if there is anything in there, Get into the ‘get: 

home through the landlady or the wife. As OSWALD is dead BO “higa®, 

can't be proseoated, This is the question of cleaning up the °° 

situation. If this mother goes to Soviet Embassy, We would 

want to protect the Agent that his story is accurate, BELMONT 

was advised the wife is wery hostile, and that the Secret 

Service has her somewhere - we don't know her present whereabouts 

definitely. 

BELMONT advised that MILLER just called and that 

MILLER 4s coming back. MILLER said that local police and WADE 

want to turnover all the evidence they have in this matter to 

FBI. ‘The Director called him on it, and MILLER says he believes 

4t should be done, wo it will all be in one place, with the 

understanding that 1f the State Board of Inquiry handles this, .. 

we will of course cooperate with them and make the evidence 

available as we have already said we would do. On that basis, 

we should accept all of the evidenc the police have. BELMONT 

suggested I might contact MILLER as apparently they have 

approached MILLER. This doesn't include evidence against RUBY 

because they are going to proseunte hin. Contact MILLER and 

contact PD and tell them Bureau called am you understand they 

have made this offer through MILLER and we will accept it, and 

follow through from there. There may be sone additional eviddace 

that will have to go into this report. 

da yee 

BELMONT imtructed to get fn touch with MILLER and 

find out about this, and take over the evidence on the bases they 

offered it. This is definitely understood that the local police 

want to turn it over. 
” 

ADDENDUM: At approximately 12:00 noon District Attorney WADE 

called and confirmed the fact that he desired to “a 

have the evidence turned over to the FBI by the Police Dept. 

He stated he was so advising Chief CURRY. He waid he did got 

want it to come through his hands, but that we should take it 

direct from the Police Department. ; 

Chief of Police JESSE CURRY was called and he 

stated that he desired the FBI to take custody of the evidence 

_din the OSWALD case. I agreed that this would be done, and 

“Agents wore sent to the Police Departament to do so. yrre 
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I talked to the Bureau to Inspector ROBERT WICK, x, bape “es 

and pointed out to-him that it would be made known 
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immediately that we had the evidence, and I recommended ee 
upon inquiry, we just state that the local authorities have turned 
over the evidence in the OSWALD case and make no further comment. 
He agreed. Later on during the evening, I talked to Assistant _ 
Director DE LOACH, and he stated this was the only statement 
to be made. 
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